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The game was developed on Unreal Engine, and the art was created by
me. The engine is a 64-bit machine, and it's running on Windows 10. The
game is 80+ pages long, and the process of creating this took more than
50 hours. I'm planning to continue this game, and I will give updates.
Thank you for playing my game! About the artist I'm Eunseon Kim, and
I'm an independent game developer. I've been working on this game for
over 3 years. My plan is to make games that people love, and I want to
show my influences to you all so that you can be interested in games. I
hope you can help me! Music is by Audio Doctor Audio Doctor is a
composer and sound producer who's works have been featured in The
CDC, Soul Calibur, Ace Combat, and the album of Undertale. Batch of
Baskets (by Audio Doctor) Every basket is a different type of candy with
a different pattern. Don't be fooled: this is a darker scene, with more
candy. Play to find the key to the basket! Batch of Baskets is a game I've
made for the Share With Santa holiday! It's an interactive Christmas
playlist for Pac-Man Jr. and Pac-Man on NES. (and a few more old school
games) What I don't love is that the game would have been a lot funnier
if the Pac-Man Jr. and Pac-Man were united. I'd have to re-record all the
music (and Pac-Man would be singing) and make it so there's an
additional file for Pac-Man (which would have to sing if you play with the
NES version). It's totally work. It'd be fun. Anyways, get the game if you
want to test Pac-Man Jr. on your NES! It's also a great game if you want
to collect all the candies or you just love Pac-Man. For those interested,
here's my channel: Batch of Baskets is a game I made with RPG Maker
VX Ace as one of the more recent projects. I've finally released it in the
form of a free to play game. The game
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Features Key:
Buy cheap, high quality ENZBOTS at factory direct prices! We do not retail in game store for not needed.
Buy ENZBOTS from our distributor, and get cheap ENZBOTS with minimal processing time! Better price, fast
shipping, best serve.
Buy ENZBOTS at discount price in stock, fast shipping, good after-sales service. Delicious but hot stuff for you.
We established awesome long-term business relationship with our suppliers. ENZBOTS are of brand new design.
Lovely and popular.

ENZBOTS Gameplay tips:
Buy 3 - 15 ENZBOTS to expand your army for battles!
The ENZBOTS will do the jobs even faster and bring better benefit for you.
The ENZBOTS will never damage like normal army.
Unlike normal unit, ENZBOTS have their own strength and defense. You don't need to worry about too weak army strength.
ENZBOTS are recommened for PvP, Classic army and economy assistance.

ENZBOTS Game Tips:
ENZBOTS can be equipped with blade weapon. They tend to attack first at all time.
ENZBOTS tend to join close to enemy last-building troops, then attack them. We call such strategy the strategy
of "lining-up".
ENZBOTS are non-corpse unit. You can use "hibernation" function.
ENZBOTS have low food consumption. You can even feed less. They really are efficient.
ENZBOTS have low cost. You can always get more. Attack other low-level building positions.
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